Volcan 1500

Functionally, there's little to fault about the long-running Vulcan Stylistically, however, it's none
too cutting edge. Kawasaki remedied this situation for the '96 model year with the introduction
of the Vulcan Classic , a fat-tired retro-redraft of the biggest V-twin in production. This was not
just a matter of slinging on some puffy bodywork and breaking for lunchâ€” Kawasaki
engineers rolled up their sleeves and got downright greasy. New cylinder heads draw mixture
from a single carburetor positioned in the center of the degree V, and repositioned exhaust
ports allow for a more graceful staggered dual exhaust system that sweeps down the machine's
right side. Round, chromed air filters sit on either side of the engine to conceal the carburetor.
For Classic duty, the cam timing, valve lift and compression ratio have all been backed off
incrementally, with the objective of boosting low rpm power. Relative to the basic Vulcan from
whence it sprang, the Classic has taller ratios for the top three transmission gears. The new
cylinder heads have a much more traditional proportion too. The wheelbase has been stretched,
the seat height is a bit lower, and the riding position is different. Wide longhorn handlebars lean
you mildly into the wind, and forward-mounted floorboards replace the footpegs used on other
Vulcan models. A speedometer the size of a personal-size pizza is sunk into the top of the tank,
letting the chromed headlight shell reflect the passing scenery like a wide-angle lens. This
article was originally published in the February issue of Motorcycle Cruiser. Motorcycle Cruiser.
Sign Up. Search Search. Kawasaki Vulcan Classic Kevin Wing. The Vulcan Classic's powerplant
has new cylinder heads that draw mixture from a single carburetor positioned in the center of
the degree V. Kevin Wing. Kawasaki Vulcan Classic Kawasaki. A big twin comparison from the
Cruiser archives. Latest Motorcycles. The Birth of Bagger Racing League. King of the Baggers
Race Grows for SOHC, 2 intake, 2 exhaust valves, operated by hydraulic adjusters.
Speedometer, odometer, tripmeter, fuel gauge; warning lights for high beam, turn signals,
neutral, coolant temperature, oil pressure. The VNA has a shaft drive. Kawasaki also made the
now rare VZ variant with chromed wheel arches and other subtle differences. Apart from paint
schemes the Vulcan remained largely unchanged throughout its year production run with only
minor adjustments to components. Kawasaki introduced the Vulcan in as an entry level cruiser.
The series 2 was fitted with a chain drive and five-speed transmission to reduce cost and was
produced in both Classic and Drifter variations. It had a 6 speed transmission and belt final
drive. Both versions were available as models. With the ENC the ergonomics changed as well as
the engine tuning. New cam shaft profiles and slightly lower compression pistons moved the
power band down to increase low end torque. Also the carburetors were downsized from 34mm
to 32mm. The belt final drive was replaced with a chain. The Vulcan LTD was discontinued after
the model year for a nearly 20 year production run. Introduced in with an Ergo-Fit system
designed for better custom comfort adjustability for different rider sizes. A choice of three foot
peg positions, three seats and two handlebars are available to choose from, at time of purchase.
The engine is a cc parallel twin derived from the Ninja Retuned, heavier flywheel and redesigned
intake give the Vulcan S more low and mid range torque. It has very non traditional cruiser
looks with a unique frame and suspension layout. All Specs via [1]. It has a The Vulcan Drifter
ceased production in The Meanstreak was introduced in and lasted 2 years, before giving way
to the Meanstreak. This performance version of the had the same basic engine as the FI, but
sported several upgrades including new camshafts, larger valves, larger fuel injection throttle
bodies, new high compression pistons, and re-designed combustion chamber. It also had a
slimmed down narrower gas tank. Two models of the Vulcan were discontinued in with the
introduction of the VN These were the VNA introduced in and the first of Kawasaki's modern
cruiser style. The VNA featured a softail design, bobbed rear fender and a inch front wheel. The
second, the VNB Classic was introduced in and had a retro styling that featured full fenders and
inch wheels on both front and rear. Based and built on the same frame, the Vulcan base model,
Classic, and Classic LT have only subtle differences between the variations. The most apparent
is the "bug-eye" chrome nacelle projection headlight that was first introduced on Vulcan VNA
base model. This headlight was the only offering from Kawasaki until the introduction of the
Vulcan Classic VND in , which employed a more traditional headlight. The Classic LT had an
appearance similar to the Classic but added saddlebags, windshield, passenger floorboards
and passenger backrest to the offering. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Main article:
Kawasaki Vulcan February 24, Retrieved July 7, Categories : Kawasaki motorcycles Cruiser
motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in Hidden categories: Webarchive template wayback links
Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Year Type. Z Z1-R. Kawasaki Tomcat ZX Ninja ZXF thru to GPz
Turbo. Ninja R thru to GTR Concours thru to Click the button below to add the Kawasaki Vulcan
Classic Batwing Fairing to your wish list. You must make sure your triple tree has the mount
locations as indicated in the photos at the bottom of the listing. NOTE: The brackets provided

are designed to fit the widest possible range of bikes. Please note that, in some instances, you
may be required to drill new bracket mounting holes in the fairing or use washers as shims.
Note: There are three fairing style options. NOTE: Before placing your order, please measure
your motorcycle to ensure that our fairings will fit your bike. Use the above image as a guide.
We do not offer a truly vented fairing. We promise to never spam you, and just use your email
address to identify you as a valid customer. Posted by michael hughes on Mar 19th Posted by
michael hughes. All prices are in USD. Brands Brands Batwing Fairing View all brands. Please
wait Create an account. Batwing Fairing. See 19 more pictures. Current Stock:. Buy in bulk and
save. Enter your name: optional. Box , Greenville, SC Related Products. Contact us: Newsletter
signup Name Email. Brands Batwing Fairing View all brands. Functionally, there's little to fault
about the long-running Vulcan Stylistically, however, it's none too cutting edge. Kawasaki
remedied this situation for the '96 model year with the introduction of the Vulcan Classic , a
fat-tired retro-redraft of the biggest V-twin in production. This was not just a matter of slinging
on some puffy bodywork and breaking for lunchâ€” Kawasaki engineers rolled up their sleeves
and got downright greasy. New cylinder heads draw mixture from a single carburetor positioned
in the center of the degree V, and repositioned exhaust ports allow for a more graceful
staggered dual exhaust system that sweeps down the machine's right side. Round, chromed air
filters sit on either side of the engine to conceal the carburetor. For Classic duty, the cam
timing, valve lift and compression ratio have all been backed off incrementally, with the
objective of boosting low rpm power. Relative to the basic Vulcan from whence it sprang, the
Classic has taller ratios for the top three transmission gears. The new cylinder heads have a
much more traditional proportion too. The wheelbase has been stretched, the seat height is a bit
lower, and the riding position is different. Wide longhorn handlebars lean you mildly into the
wind, and forward-mounted floorboards replace the footpegs used on other Vulcan models. A
speedometer the size of a personal-size pizza is sunk into the top of the tank, letting the
chromed headlight shell reflect the passing scenery like a wide-angle lens. This article was
originally published in the February issue of Motorcycle Cruiser. Motorcycle Cruiser. Sign Up.
Search Search. Kawasaki Vulcan Classic Kevin Wing. The Vulcan Classic's powerplant has new
cylinder heads that draw mixture from a single carburetor positioned in the center of the degree
V. Kevin Wing. Kawasaki Vulcan Classic Kawasaki. A big twin comparison from the Cruiser
archives. Latest Motorcycles. The Birth of Bagger Racing League. King of the Baggers Race
Grows for SOHC, 2 intake, 2 exhaust valves, operated by hydraulic adjusters. Speedometer,
odometer, tripmeter, fuel gauge; warning lights for high beam, turn signals, neutral, coolant
temperature, oil pressure. Make Kawasaki. Model Vulcan. Mostly stock, Kuryakyn grips, new
Shinko rear tire. It skips some in first gear taking off, but not after that. I've ridden 2 years 10k
miles with no issues and still riding it occasionally so mileage may go up some.. Great road bike
needs new home, I'm upgrading next year. Any questions feel free to ask. Does need a new
front tire. This '96 Vulcan Classic has got to be one of the cleanest you will see! Paint is shiny
and bright, chrome is polished and sparkly, even the wire wheels are clean! Touring windshield,
driver backrest, passenger backrest, luggage rack, lockable hard saddlebags, and loud straight
pipes. Just hit 49, miles. Comes with upgraded bars, mustang seat, backrest, aftermarket
saddlebags and stereo system. Garage kept and well maintained by every owner. Call or text
Mike Nine. This Vulcan Classic is in superb condition with new Dunlop tires, Kuryakyn Iso-grips,
windshield, luggage rack, and trailer hitch. The frame is made from 2" square tube,. This is a
heavy duty touring rig that is ready for Alaska! Fly to Los Angeles or Burbank and ride home in
style I will meet you at the airport! Also called Vulcan I bought this bike in and my wife and I
have taken many nice rides on it. With the cc engine and 4 spd transmission this bike has lots
of power. At lbs it's very easy to handle. The Jardine exhaust gives a powerful note, but not too
loud. Has normal wear on chrome. It's not a show bike, but it looks good, runs good, and it's a
clean ride. You won't be disappointed! Original owner Immaculate condition Always garaged
and all scheduled maintenance Very low 12, miles, runs like new V2 cylinder,cc, 4-stroke, liquid
cooled, shaft driven, metallic yellow Must see to appreciate video available upon request. Model
Vulcan Only 14, miles - very low miles for its age! Runs great. Needs nothing. Just passed NC
inspection today with no problems. Clean and clear title in hand. Bike is in awesome overall
shape considering its age. My only gripe is the seat is original with the original cover and the
stitching on one side is starting to come undone. Nothing major, just being honest. I have the
original passenger seat, it comes with bike. Bikes sounds great and is an awesome cruiser.
With cc, it has tons of torque! I purchased spring of last year. Since then I have replaced both
front and rear brakes, front tire and both rocker cover gaskets. Awesome value, this is a lot of
bike for the price. It never fails to deliver a very enjoyable ride each time! Call or text - 7-zero-4, ,
76zero6. Can text more pictures upon request. Selling very cheap. Straight cobra pipes. Sound
system. End of the season sale.. Low 49, miles. Bike will easily double that. Comes with many

extras; upgraded bars, mustang seat, backrest, aftermarket saddlebags and stereo system.
Recent maintenance done to it, oil change, brake pads replaced, all fluids checked. Call or text
Mike nine. I'm looking for a quick sale to get on the bike I'm comfortable with. I just received the
title in the mail so the bike is all set to go. I get compliments everywhere I go from every person
that sees the bike. I've had guys ask me if it was anywhere from a You will not be disappointed
with this Vulcan, come by and check it out and I guarantee you'll leave with it. Everything on the
bike is in fantastic condition, it was meticulously maintained and garage kept by every owner.
I'd personally keep this bike if I wasn't too small for it. Model Vulcan Classic. This auction is for
a Kawasaki Vulcan Nice clean bike almost new tires almost new bat. You are bidding on a very
unique Kawasaki Vulcan Classic with tons of options. The bike has over hours of rebuild time
into it. The bike was in excellent condition before the rebuild but now it is perfect. Why am i
selling you ask? Good question. I will be traveling over the next 18 months around the country
and do not have room for the bike in our RV, plus it would be a shame for it to sit and wait for
us. I am a part owner in a local motorcycle shop and this allowed me to have such an extensive
restore done on this bike. My loss is your gain as i guarantee you will not see another bike like
this again. Partial List of Work Performed - Serious inquiries will have a direct phone call with
mechanic who performed all work for more detailed explanation of everything: Full expert motor
tune, bike runs Purrfect, see video. This bike is like it just drove off the showroom floor details
provided by mechanic on request Powder coat of frame, original frame was painted and cou
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ld rust. This is no longer an issue with this bike. Make Harley-Davidson. Even your eyes can t
stop wandering on this machine. The Hiawatha headlamp and nacelle were born in the s, when
chrome ruled the streets. But the power of the all-new Milwaukee-Eight engine brings it all into
the here and now in a hurry. The all-new double bending valve front suspension and rear
emulsion shocks put you in control for a plush ride. With cast aluminum Impeller wheels and
one-touch opening saddlebags, this is the timeless classic built for today. Rocky Ford, CO.
Williamsburg, VA. Port Jefferson Station, NY. Easton, PA. Cripple Creek, CO. Mill Valley, CA.
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